
Annex A

12 February 2018
Planning Committee

Supplementary Matters to be considered as part of Planning Officer's Report on 
Planning Applications.

S1 Item 01

21068/041/RES

Alton Sports Centre, Chawton Park Road, 
Alton, GU34 1ST

CORRECTIONS

The second paragraph in the reasons for the referral of this application to the 
Planning Committee, should include reference to access as a reserved matter (as 
per the description of the proposal).  This should read:

"The purpose of this application is to consider matters that were reserved at the 
outline stage, namely access, layout, appearance, scale and landscaping only."

FURTHER CONSULTEE COMMENTS

EHDC Sports Development Officer - Confirms that she is happy with the final plans.

Hampshire FA - Confirm that they are happy with the proposed design and layout.

Sport England - Make the following additional comments:
· Confirm that the design and dimensions of the sports hall and storage capacity has 

the ability to accommodate a range of sports.  Confirmation that the sports hall 
would provide a minimum 9m clearance height above the trampolining zone is 
requested.

· Confirm that the design and layout of the 3G sports pitches are acceptable.
· Confirm that the phasing plans for the replacement of the sports pitches are 

acceptable.
· Remains concerned about the potential impact on clubs and community groups 

resulting from the reduction in squash court provision and loss of the indoor 
climbing wall.

As such Sport England withdraws its objection to the reserved matters application, 
subject to a condition as set out below:

No development shall commence until a scheme setting out alternative 
arrangements for existing club and group users of the indoor climbing wall; 
squash club and academy is submitted to, and approved in writing by, the local 
planning authority after consultation with Sport England. Thereafter the 
approved scheme shall be implemented.
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Reason - To secure continuity of use of sports facility provision for existing 
users.

Officer Comment - The confirmation of the points supplied by Sport England is 
welcomed.   Details have been provided by the applicant showing a minimum 9m 
clearance height for trampolining in the sports hall, although final confirmation that 
this is accepted has not been received from Sport England.

Officers, however, have concerns that imposition of the condition suggested by 
Sport England would not meet the tests for conditions set out in Paragraph 206 of 
the NPPF. This states: "planning conditions should only be imposed where they are 
necessary, relevant to planning and to the development to be permitted, 
enforceable, precise and reasonable in all other aspects."

The condition suggested by Sport England would require the provision of alternative 
arrangements for existing users of the indoor climbing wall and squash courts, 
which would be off-site and thus outside the control of the applicant.  As such the 
imposition of such a condition would not be reasonable to impose on any planning 
permission.

FURTHER THIRD PARTY REPRESENTATIONS

2 further letters of representation have been received from third parties.  These 
letters raise concerns with the proposals on the following grounds.

1. Confirmation is sought that Alton Canoe Club will be accommodated in the new 
leisure facilities.

Officer Comment - This is an operational matter associated with the use of the pool 
which would need to be resolved with the Leisure Services operator.

2. Concern from the Cardiac Rehabilitation Centre that there are issues to be 
resolved in the lease to the Centre in respect of the car parking arrangements.

Officer Comment - The comments of the Cardiac Rehabilitation Centre are noted. 
Officers are working very closely with the Centre to ensure that all of their issues 
are dealt with to their satisfaction.  The Cardiac Rehabilitation Centre is shown to be 
provided with 20 vehicle parking spaces, which matches the current provision.

Members are advised that these letters raise similar issues to those set out in the 
Representations section of the Committee Report, which have been addressed with 
the report itself.  No change is made to the application in this regard.

CHANGES TO RECOMMENDATION

No changes are proposed to the Officer Recommendation.
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S1 Item 03

49776/001/OUT

Land at Lynch Hill, Mill Lane, Alton

FURTHER REPRESENTATIONS

One further objection has been received, raising the following summarised 
comments:

· the hanger is of considerable natural history interest and considered a candidate 
for SINC status in biodiversity as well as geographical/landscape features;

· diagonal path from the bottom to the summit is a traditional bostal (historic 
landscape feature) the same as Gilbert White’s bostal in Selborne. It also has 
some ancient woodland indicator plants and mature beech trees;

· very attractive and interesting walk;
· development should not harm hanger woodland, its landform and scenic public 

footpath on edge of South Downs National Park;
· mature trees need to be protected - roots likely to extend out into the field;
· trees roots potentially damaged by compaction brought about from proposed road 

and engineering works;
· drainage concerns; and
· potential pollution hazard to River Wey.

CHANGES TO RECOMMENDATION

One additional condition, as outlined below.

The development shall comprise no more than 20% of the total floorspace (Gross 
Internal Area) for the purposes of Storage and Distribution (B8) Use.

Reason - In this case a maximum proportion of 20% of the total floorspace for the 
purposes of storage and distribution has been demonstrated to be justified on the 
basis of enabling the scheme to be financially viable. Any increase in the proportion 
of Storage and Distribution Use would need re-assessment of the financial viability 
where alternative access options may be viable.


